Boeing contacted me and let me know that they were hiring 40+ Electronic Precision Machine Tool Technicians in the Renton, Washington Area. If a veteran is interested, they may reach out to David Loverich directly at: david.e.loverich@boeing.com

Electronic Precision Machine Tool Technicians

Repair critical equipment, perform preventive and predictive maintenance, and complete projects such as electronic hardware upgrades. Communicate accurately, concisely, and professionally with your customer as to important repair steps taken, parts ordered and time estimated until completion.

Repair and or replace defective equipment, overhaul, rebuild and assemble a wide variety of plant equipment, including numerically controlled machines, Robotics & end effectors, modular assembly equipment, precision-built machines, material handling equipment, and stationary generator sets and process equipment.

Install, service, maintain, upgrade, and modify machine tools and process equipment. Use technical knowledge, existing procedures (or develop new procedures), and internal/external resources to diagnose and correct equipment and/or system malfunctions. Modify, test, calibrate, and document system configurations to meet compliance requirements. Use various types of computing systems or electronic/electrical test equipment to test accuracy of electronic/electrical components/systems or to determine accuracy of equipment. Work with Management, Engineering, equipment manufacturers, vendors, and other organizations to analyze and make recommendations on facility and equipment design requirements, capability and improvements.

Questions & Answers about the job:
Do you know which type of military job/MOS' have worked well in the position? Naval Fire Controlmen, Missile Technicians and Electronic Technicians have typically scored best with our assessment and hiring process.

Are you looking for individuals to start soon?: We're looking for individuals to start immediately and will be hiring for the remainder of the year. Our onboarding/hiring process can take up to 3-6 months just FYI.

Are all the positions in Renton? Do you offer relocation?: We pay $20k in relocation and are hiring for Renton, Everett, Frederickson, Auburn and Seattle.

Are you able to disclose compensation and benefits?: We have a wide range of benefit packages that includes medical, dental, disability, etc.